Is the world different from when you were growing up?

Does the era in which you grew up affect your perspective of the world?

**1960**
- 25¢ gal. gas
- 25¢ for bread
- $12,700 for a new house
- $2,600 for a new car
- $5,315.00 avg. annual income

**2016**
- $2.38 gal. gas
- $2.32 for bread
- $377,700 for a new house
- $25,449 for a new car
- $55,775.00 avg. annual income
1979
$365.00 per quarter
$1,095.00 per year

2017
$5,018 per semester
$10,037 per year
WHY DO DIVERSITY PROGRAMS FAIL?
**Mom told me**
To go play outside

**Do We Have A Subconscious?**

We Are All Wired The Same …
With TWO BRAINS

- Frontal Lobes: High Road Logic
  - Further from Thalamus
  - Loses Blood Supply in “Fight or Flight”

- The Amygdala: Low Road Emotions
  - Closer To Thalamus
  - Retains Blood Supply in “Fight or Flight”

Low Road: 1/17,000th of a second

Emotional Hi-Jacking
High Road: 2 to 3 Times Slower

The Mighty Subconscious

Where Did You Get That Idea?

Bruce Lipton Ph.D.

When we do not STOP and THINK ... We have the mentality of an evil 6 year old child.

Conscious Mind
5% - 10%

Subconscious Mind
90% - 99%

Why Do I Have An Accent?

How We View The World

Priming IN ...
(Implicit Bias)
How We View The World

Priming IN …
(Implicit Bias)

Projection OUT …
(Confirmation Bias)

SLOW DOWN and THINK!

EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE

Can You Control Your EGO & EMOTIONS?

The Two Human Brains

Frontal Lobes:
Slow …
But Accurate

Amygdala:
Fast …
But Not Accurate

SLOW DOWN and THINK!
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